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Introduction {#sec1}
============

The design of high-performance catalysts for energy conversion and storage is a high priority in light of the popular pursuit of sustainable energy ([@bib1], [@bib5], [@bib10], [@bib19], [@bib27]). As a critical process, oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is usually the rate-limiting step for such energy conversions since the kinetics of OER are often unsatisfactory due to the four-electron transfer process, which usually requires a large overpotential to drive the reaction ([@bib20], [@bib18], [@bib14], [@bib30], [@bib34], [@bib35], [@bib24], [@bib25]). As a result, the large overpotential ineluctably results in low efficiency. Over the past few years, reports show that different noble-metal-based catalysts have been found to significantly reduce the overpotential of OER. However, these reported noble-metal based catalysts have been limited in their practical applicability owing to their high cost, which hinders the development of energy conversion devices ([@bib36], [@bib4], [@bib38], [@bib12]).

An ideal catalyst should possess both high activity and low cost. For this purpose, a great deal of research has been performed to seek highly active materials based on earth-abundant elements. Recently, supported monatomic catalysts have drawn increasing attention because of their high utilization of active sites and the resulting high performance of the OER ([@bib21], [@bib7], [@bib37], [@bib3]) and have been considered as promising alternative electrocatalysts for the OER. However, how to rapidly obtain these desired monatomic OER catalysts without tedious "trial and error" remains a problem. An easily obtainable descriptor is urgently required for the rapid screening of desirable high-performance materials ([@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib34], [@bib35], [@bib22], [@bib6], [@bib11]). By means of a descriptor, we can rapidly evaluate OER activity since obtaining the descriptor value is usually much faster than calculating the Gibbs free energy via frequency calculations. This method would significantly shorten the calculation time and thus reduce the calculation cost. Before experimentally preparing the catalysts, we can first screen out the desired materials quickly based on the descriptor, avoiding tedious trial and error and improve research efficiency. Hence, we seek to better understand the correlation between electrochemical performance and chemical structure by means of high-throughput density functional theory (DFT) calculations owing to their successful applications in material screening and then obtain a credible descriptor of OER activity for surface monatomic materials to predict and design highly active monatomic catalysts, that is, the metal atoms-doped ultrathin MoS~2~ nanosheets (M-UMONs) detailed in this work. Fortunately, previously reported research provides us with a good reference. For examples, surface oxygen binding energy ([@bib28], [@bib26]), the enthalpy of a lower to higher oxide transition ([@bib33]), and the 3d electron number ([@bib2]) are reported as successful OER activity descriptors. Although these proposed descriptors are not straightforward in their practical application ([@bib31], [@bib32]), their exploration method and processes offer us much inspiration.

In this work, the credibility of our calculations of theoretical overpotentials was first validated when we explored the descriptor based on the DFT calculations. For the validation purpose, more than ten kinds of M-UMONs were prepared and systematically characterized, and the electrochemical experimental results confirmed our calculations. Based on this, different kinds of M-UMONs were theoretically investigated by means of using high-throughput DFT calculations. Our calculation results demonstrated a volcanic-shaped correlation between the activity and metal-sulfur (M-S) bond orders. As the differences between the M-S bond orders and corresponding metal-oxygen (M-O) bond orders increased, the OER performance would decline, meaning that peak activity is predicted to occur when the bond order difference is minimal. More importantly, this successful exploration of the descriptor of OER performance for M-UMONs systems implies this calculation-based method for the exploring of descriptors would provide new promising avenues of research for the development of high-performance OER catalysts.

Results and Discussion {#sec2}
======================

Exploring descriptors usually requires a significant amount of data points to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the results. Using more traditional methods, data points are obtained from experimental results, requiring a huge quantity of synthesis and measurement procedures, which are time and resource consuming. A more efficient way of exploring descriptors is urgently desired. The emergence of high-throughput calculations offers an opportunity for solving this problem, which can rapidly generate a large number of credible data such as overpotentials that can be measured experimentally, as well as gathering electronic structure parameters that are difficult to obtain experimentally.

Before using high-throughput calculations, a reasonable initial model structure was constructed, so a series of pre-calculations could be performed on eleven kinds of M-UMONs, to identify the binding configurations ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), frontier orbitals calculations ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), electrostatic potential (ESP) distribution calculations ([Figures S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and adsorption energy calculations ([Figure S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These pre-calculations showed that the Mo-top binding configuration is energetically preferred and the activity mainly comes from the surface metal atoms, which agree with previous reports ([@bib23]). For verification purposes, the eleven kinds of M-UMONs were prepared and systematically characterized using powder X-ray diffraction ([Figure S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), transmission electron microscopy ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), atomic force microscopy ([Figure S8](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) ([Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and high-angle annular dark field-scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These measurements highlight the successful preparation of the different M-UMONs, so the experimental data for these samples are credible. Additionally, the Mo-top binding configurations were experimentally observed in the HAADF-STEM images ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), in which the Mo atoms are distributed in a hexagonal pattern, and the supported transition metal atoms are located at the Mo-top sites, experimentally confirming the calculation results. In addition, no obvious aggregation was observed, verifying the atomic dispersion of the transition metal atoms. Collectively, the aforementioned results confirmed that the Mo-top binding configuration is the most stable and the activity is mainly from the surface metal atoms. Based on these results, all the subsequent calculations were based on the surface metal sites with Mo-top binding configuration.Figure 1HAADF-STEM Images of the (002) Planes for Different M-UMONs and MoS~2~ Ultrathin NanosheetsThe red color represents transition metal atoms supported on Mo-top sites, yellow for Mo atoms, and green for S atoms and the background. Scale bar, 1.0 nm. Since the contrast of atom columns is approximately proportional to the square of the atomic number in HAADF-STEM images, only the heavy transition metal atoms, namely, the Mo atoms and supported transition metal atoms, are visible as bright spots.

In this work, the OER performance was appraised according to the overpotential since it is the key parameter for evaluating activity ([@bib13]), and high-throughput DFT calculations were used to obtain the theoretical overpotentials for the subsequent exploration of the descriptors for OER performance. It should be noted that our calculated theoretical overpotentials results were first validated by the electrochemical measurements of the aforementioned eleven kinds of M-UMONs before using high-throughput calculations ([Figures S9](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S10](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); thus, the use of the calculated theoretical overpotentials to explore the descriptors is a valid method. Since the substrate MoS~2~ is a kind of 2D ultrathin nanosheet, the activity may also come from the edge sites ([@bib8]), so pure MoS~2~ nanosheets were also tested, and their negligible OER activity indicated that the OER activity of different M-UMONs are mainly the result of supported single metal atoms. The DFT calculation results of theoretical overpotentials represented by η are shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. (See theoretical calculations in [Supplemental Information](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As shown, the overpotentials for the M-UMONs decorated with transition metal elements in VIII group, such as Ni, Fe, and Co, are lower than that of the others and therefore could offer better performance. This result agrees well with the fact that proposed catalysts constructed based on VIII group transition metal elements have better performance toward OER compared with other transition metal elements-based materials ([@bib9], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib29]). Meanwhile, in each period, the activity first increases until reaching the maximum at the VIII group and then drops again in relation to the rising of the atomic number of supported transition metal atoms. This apparent pattern implies that an inflection point exists in the position of the VIII group, which inspired us to investigate the correlation within the data to find a straightforward descriptor.Figure 2The High-throughput DFT Calculated Theoretical Overpotentials of Different Transition Metal-Based M-UMONsLanthanide series were not calculated in this work (red color). Unit: V.

To investigate the activity-structure relationship for the M-UMONs system and then obtain a straightforward descriptor, a series of correlation analyses was conducted. To fully account for all kinds of possible descriptors, the local density of states (LDOS), electronic localization function (ELF), energy level of d-bands edges at the surface metal sites, deformation electron density, Fermi level, bond strength, and atomic charge were all taken into consideration and then empirically analyzed by rational inference, as detailed later. According to previous reports the specific structure of the M-UMONs and the OER processes (i.e., the active sites are the isolated metal atoms and the OH∗ bonded with these surface metal sites), the bond orders that are associated with the surface metal sites, the atomic charge at the surface metal sites, and certain d-band electronic structure parameters show greater promise of becoming the desired descriptors compared with other indexes ([@bib15]), that is to say, LDOS and ELF could neither accurately reflect the interaction between substrates and surface metal sites nor show the deformation electron density since it could only show the difference of electron density before and after bonding. Based on this, our correlation with theoretical overpotentials analysis mainly focuses on these screened possible descriptors, including bond population calculations, charge population calculations, and a series of electronic configuration parameters such as d-band edge and d-band electron number. The d-band center, d-band edge position, etc. were subsequently ruled out as descriptors as they are tedious in application ([@bib31], [@bib32]). The atomic charge was also ruled out owing to its weak correlation with the theoretical overpotential as according to our calculation results, namely, more positive charges at the active sites do not necessarily result in better performance, even though OER is an oxidation reaction. The bond orders that are associated with the active sites, which could reflect the interaction strength between the active sites and MoS~2~ supporter or reaction substrate, were expected to give a proper description of the OER performance ([@bib15]). This was subsequently confirmed by our bond population analysis, as shown in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The distribution of M-S bond orders is similar to that of the theoretical overpotentials ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), that is, in each period, the M-S bond orders always possess a certain value (∼0.85) at the VIII group, at which the corresponding M-UMONs offer the smallest theoretical overpotential. It can also be seen that the theoretical overpotentials would go higher with the deviation of M-S bond orders from the value at the VIII group, whenever the bond orders increase or decline. This result agrees well with the well-known Sabatier principles, in which a proper bond strength is required to achieve higher activity. It also should be noted that the bond order in this work was the Mayer bond order due to its transferability for different basis sets ([Table S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). More specially, the Mayer bond order is defined below:$$B_{AB} = 2\sum\limits_{\mu \in A}\sum\limits_{v \in B}\left\lbrack {\left( {P^{\alpha}S} \right)_{\mu v}\left( {P^{\alpha}S} \right)_{v\mu} + \left( {P^{\beta}S} \right)_{\mu v}\left( {P^{\beta}S} \right)_{v\mu}} \right\rbrack$$Here, *B*~AB~ is the bond orders between atom A and atom B and *P*^α^, *P*^β^ are the density matrices for spin α and β. The bond order value could be directly obtained from the population analysis.Figure 3Averaged M-S Bond Orders of Different Kinds of M-UMONsThe averaged M-S bond orders values are displayed below the associated element symbol, and the attached boxes were mapped with different colors for different ranges.

Collectively, the above-mentioned results indicated that the more the M-S bond orders deviate from this value, the higher the theoretical overpotentials would be. This result indicates the volcanic-shaped correlation between the OER activity and the M-S bond orders, and the peak activity should be located at a certain value.

To investigate this relationship, the correlation between M-S bond orders and theoretical overpotentials was further analyzed. As shown in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A, the theoretical overpotential of different M-UMONs is a volcanic-shaped function of the M-S bond orders, where the OER activities are compared through the theoretical overpotential to trigger the reaction. The volcanic-shaped activity trend might be explained as follows. The surface-supported transition metal atoms participate in the σ-bonding with both adsorbates (M-O bond) and sulfur atoms (M-S bond) during the OER processes, so the M-S bond strength could greatly influence the binding strength of the intermediates and thus the activity ([@bib31], [@bib32], [@bib23]). According to the data shown on the left branch of the volcano, the weaker M-S bond strength limited the OER performance owing to the relatively strong M-O bonding, which is unfavorable for the dissociation and desorption of the intermediates. The weaker M-S bond strength would become the bottleneck that restricted the electron transfer between the surface and the MoS~2~ substrate. As for the right branch of the volcano, the M-S bond is too strong, which is unfavorable for the adsorption of the intermediates, and the weaker M-O bond strength would become the dominant factor restricting the electron transfer between the O^∗^ and surface metal atoms. These results showed that the peak activity would occur when there is minimal difference between the M-S bond orders and M-O bond orders. Hence, further analysis was conducted from the perspective of the interaction of M-S and M-O bond orders with the theoretical overpotentials, and it was finally found that their differences were linearly correlated with the theoretical overpotentials. As shown in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B, an obvious linear decay of activity occurred as the difference between the M-S and M-O bond orders increased (see [Figure S11](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for M-O bond orders), confirming that the bond order difference can greatly impact the adsorption and influence the reaction\'s activity. Meanwhile, taking the bond order difference as the descriptor would be more credible. That is, for a specified kind of M-UMONs, the M-S and M-O bond orders were all derived from the same optimized structure and the same calculated parameters, and their difference, namely, the difference between M-S and M-O bond orders should reasonably make sense. Furthermore, in terms of the M-UMONs in the left branch, the G~4~ value is the maximum value of the OER process, indicating that the potential determining step (PDS) is the deprotonation of OOH^∗^ ([Figure S12](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Besides, the G~2~ and G~5~ values of the left branch are clearly higher than those of right branch, indicating that the weaker M-S bond is unfavorable for the dissociation and desorption of the intermediates. When it comes to the right branch, the G~3~ value is the maximum value, demonstrating that the PDS is the adsorption of OH- to form the O-O bond in OOH adsorbates. Also, the G~1~ values of the right branch are significantly higher than those of the left branch, reflecting that the M-S bond that is too strong is unfavorable for the adsorption of the intermediates.Figure 4The Correlation between Bond Orders and Calculated Overpotential and Experimental Overpotential(A) The relation between the theoretical overpotentials and averaged M-S bond orders.(B) The correlation between the theoretical overpotentials and the difference between M-S and M-O bond orders.(C) Experimental observed relations between the OER activity, defined by the onset overpotential at the current density of 5.0 mA cm^−2^, and the averaged M-S bond orders.(D) Experimental correlation between the OER activity and the difference between the M-S and M-O bond orders. The black dashed lines are for reference only.

Our descriptor was intuitively validated by the electrochemical measurements of the aforementioned eleven kinds of M-UMONs. The experimental OER activity tendency experimentally confirmed the volcanic-shaped correlation between the M-S bond order and the OER activity ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). Additionally, these results also indicate that, as the M-S bond orders get closer to the M-O bond orders, this could enhance the OER activity ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D). Moreover, four kinds of M-UMONs were tested at the constant overpotential of 250 mV to evaluate their robustness. These results showed that the stability of M-UMONs during the OER process ([Figure S13](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) has a positive correlation with the M-S bond orders, that is, a higher M-S bond order leads to better stability, which could be attributed to the more stable M-S bond with higher bond orders, preventing the loss of supported metal atoms. Even though only four samples were experimentally measured, their M-S bond orders were distributed at different ranges, which shows our results to be representative and credible. Besides, several kinds of M-UMONs, such as Ni-UMONs, Pt-UMONs, and Co-UMONs, could offer comparable OER performance or even outperform other commonly used OER catalysts, including Pt/C and RuO~2~ ([Figure S14](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results also confirmed that the construction of M-UMONs is a practical pathway to develop high-performance OER catalysts.

In conclusion, this work suggests that the relationship between M-S bond orders and corresponding M-O bond orders could significantly influence the OER activity for the M-UMONs system, and systematic investigations confirmed that their difference is a credible descriptor of OER activity for M-UMONs. Decreasing the bond order difference between M-S and M-O for enhancing the activity of M-UMONs materials is a promising strategy to create high-performance electrochemical catalysts for developing high-efficiency energy conversion devices. Furthermore, the successful practice in exploring the descriptor of OER activity for M-UMONs materials demonstrated that the calculation-based method is a practical pathway to obtain a credible descriptor of OER performance for fast materials screening and designing.

Limitation of the Study {#sec2.1}
-----------------------

The descriptor is sufficiently validated only for the M-UMONs system, and further research is needed for other systems. So far, we have started the study of the transferability of the bond order descriptor for other host materials, and it would be reported in our next research.

Methods {#sec3}
=======

All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Data and Code Availability {#appsec1}
==========================

The crystal structure of molybdenum disulfide reported in this paper could be accessed from the Crystallography Open Database (COD, no. 1010993).
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Document S1. Transparent Methods, Figures S1--S14, and Tables S1--S3
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